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Let Sn denote the formal expansion of a function f in a Jacobi series truncated
after n + I terms. For f E en + 1[ - I, 1] the uniform norm of f - Sn is expressed in
terms of the (n + I )th derivative of .f This expression is precise when
max(IX, fJ)? -1 and when -I < 7. = fJ < -1 with n odd. For other values of 7. and fJ
an asymptotic expression for the norm is derived. Comparisons are made with the
minimax polynomial of degree no greater than n, for which it is known that
Ilf-Pnl!, =(2n (n+ 1)!)'llpn-ll(IJ)1 forsomeIJE(-I,I). (19X7AcademlcPress.lnc

1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose thatj E en + 1[ - 1, 1] and f is approximated by SI/' the (n + 1)th
partial sum of the Jacobi series off; given by

1/

( )_" p(a.(i) ( )SI/ X - L. ak k X,

k~O

where

ak = hi: I r (1 - tnl + t)li f(t) Pk,.(i)(t) dt,
-1

and

hk =r (l-trO +t)li(Pk',fil(t))2dt
- 1

2a + Ii + I r(k + ex + I) r(k + f3 + 1)

(2k + ex + f3 + 1) r(k + C( + f3 + I) k!'

with C( > -I and f3 > -1.
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(1.1 )

(1.2)

(1.3)
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The remainder term of the approximation, rn(x), is given by

59

(1.4 )

(1.5 )

The aim of this paper is to derive an expression for II rnil 00 in terms of the
(n+ l)th derivative off, where Ilrnll x =max_1";x,,;1 Irn(x)l.

For the minimax polynomial of degree no greater than n, Pn say, which
approximates I on [ -1, 1], Bernstein [2] has shown that

Iii - Pnllcx; = 2n(n ~ I)! I/(n+ll(~)I,

for some ~ E ( -1, 1).
Light [5] has investigated bounds for the norm of Sn' regarded as a

linear operator on C[ - 1, 1]. His results tend to support the numerical
evidence that, for each nand rt., fJ ~ -!, the minimum of Ilsnll is attained

when r:t.=fJ= -!. A similar result is obtained in this paper for Ilrnll",n in
that, the form (1.5) is obtained when rt. = fJ = -!, otherwise the coefficient
of 1/(11+11(01 is greater than t/(2"(n+ I)!).

The first step in the analysis is to derive an expression for r ,,(x) as an
integral whose integrand contains a linear factor gAt) (see (2.12)). Treat
ment of this integral depends upon whether x is such that gAt) is of con
stant sign on ( - t, t) or gA t) has a zero on ( - 1, 1). From the first case a
lower bound for Ilr"lloo is obtained. An upper bound for Ilr ,,1100 is obtained
from both cases. When max(rt., fJ) ~ -! or - t < rt. = fJ < -! with n odd,
these two results are combined to give an expression of the form

(1.6 )

Fpr other values of rt. and fJ a similar asymptotic formula, for large n, is
derived.

When s,,(x) is the truncated Chebyshev series of the first kind
(rt.=fJ= -!) then d,,= 1/(2"(n+ I)!), the same as for the minimax
polynomial.

A surprising result is that when - 1 < rt., fJ < -! then the coefficient dn of
the asymltotic formula is K/(2"(n + I)!), where K is some constant between
1 and -)2.

2. THE REMAINDER rn(x)

Substitute ak from (1.2) into (1.1) and interchange the order of sum
mation and integration to give

S,,(x)=f (l-tt(l+t)/l/(t) f hklPia./ll(t)Pia./ll(x)dt. (2.1)
-I k~O
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From the orthogonality property of the Jacobi polynomials it is clear
that for f(t) == 1 the above integral is 1. It follows that

rll(x) = r (1-t)x(1+t)/f(f(x)-f(t)) f hk 'Pkx.fil(t)Pkx,fl)(x)dt. (2.2)
1 k~O

The Christoffel-Darboux formula for Jacobi polynomials (see [1]) is

Il

L h,,- 'P1x·/f)(t) P1x,/f)(x)
k~O

p<x,/f)(t) P(x,/f)(x) _ P(x,fl)(t) P(x,/f)(x)
= A Il + 1 Il Il Il + 1 (2,3 )

t-x '

where

A= (n+l)!r(n+a+f3+2)
2H /f(2n+a+f3+2)r(n+a+l)r(n+f3+1)' (2.4)

Substitution from (2.3) into (2.2) gives

r Il(x) = A rI f(t~ =~(X) (1- t)x(1 + t)/f[P~x,/f)(t) P~x!l(x)

- P~x!l(t) p~x,fl)(x))] dt.

Rodriguez' formula for Jacobi polynomials (see [1]) is

(2.5 )

Hence

(1 - tt(1 + t)/i[p~x.fJ)(t) p~X'n(x) - P~x!l(t) p~x,fJ)(x)]

( I)" d"
= 2"n! dt" [(1 - t)"+x(1 + t)"+/fgAt)], (2.7)

where

g ( t) = p<x,/f)(x) + f3 - a - t(2n + a + f3 + 2) p<x,/f)(x) 28)
x Il + 1 2(n + 1) Il' ( .

Observe that

f(t) - f(x) = 11 f'((t - x) u + x) duo
t-x 0

(2.9)
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On substituting (2.7) and (2.9) into (2.5) and interchanging the order of
integration, we have

(2.10)

Since, for 1 :( k :( n,

dn - k

-- [(1- t)n+~(l + t)n+ f3g (t)] =0dt n - k x t= ±l ,

the integral with respect to t, in (2.10), may be integrated by parts n times
to give

rll(x) = 2~n! f un (L /(n+ 1)((t - x) U+ x)(l - t)n +~(1 + t)"+ f3gAt) dt) duo

(2.11 )

Applying the mean value theorem to the integral with respect to u we have

A JIrn(x)=2n(n+l)! _,pn+ll((t_x)uo+x)(l-t)n+a(1+t)n+f3gAt)dt,

(2.12 )

for some UoE (0, 1). This is the required integral form for rn(x).
If gAt) is of constant sign on (-1, 1) then application of the mean value

theorem is straightforward and an expression for rn(x) is obtainable.
However, if gAt) changes sign on (-1, 1) then we can only obtain an
upper bound for Irn(x)l. The two cases are treated separately.

THEOREM 2.1. If x is such that

- (n + 1)/(n + P+ 1):( p~~,f3)(x)/P~~:I(x):((n + 1)/(n + IX + 1),

then, for some '7 E ( - 1, 1),

Proof The condition on x implies that gAt) is of constant sign on
( - 1, 1). This is readily seen by observing that for such x, gA-I) gAl )~ 0

640/50; 1-5
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and gAt) is linear in t. Thus applying the mean value theorem to (2.12)
gIves

Af(" + I I(f) I
r (x)= . 1 r (l-t)"+X(1 +t),,+/Ig (t)dt (2.14)
" 2"(n + I)! J I x ,

for some fJ E (-I, I). Writing gAt) as

g\( t) = (I - t) g) - I )/2 + (I + t) g) I )/2,

and using the formula (derived from [I; 6.2.1]),

I
I 2"+h+lF(a+I)F(b+l)

(I - t )"( I + t) h dt = -----,------,------
I F(a+b+2) ,

the integral of (2.14) may be evaluated to give the result (2.13). I

THEOREM 2.2. If q = max(IX, fJ) and x is such that

- (n + f3 + I )/(n + I) < P),X~fll(x)/P~IX'/I)(X) < (n + IX + 1)/(n + I),

(2.15 )

then for some fJ E ( -1, I),

Ir (x)1 < 2" + I F(n + IX + fJ + 2) (n + q + I) IP(x./Ji(x )IIP" + I J(fJ )1. (2.16)
" F(2n +IX + fJ + 3) n + 1 "

Proof The condition on x implies that gAt) changes sign on (-I, 1).
This is readily seen by observing that for such x, gA - I) g) I) < 0, and
gJt) is linear in t. From (2.12) we have

A IIIr,,(x)1 ~ 2"(n + I )! I If(" + 1l( (t - x) uo + x)1 (I - t)" ,+x(1 + t)" + PI g.( t)1 dt.

Applying the mean value theorem to this integral gives

(2.17 )

for some fJ E (-I, I). We note that, for tE (-1,1),

Ig)t)1 «I-t)lg)-I)I/2+(1 +t)lg)I)I/2.

Hence, using (2.15), we have

fl (I-t),,+x(l +t),,+/ilg(t)1 dt

< B( (n + IX + 1) IgA - I )I + (n + fJ + 1) IgAl) 1),

~ B(n + q + I )( IgJ - I )I+ IgJ I )I), (2.18 )
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22n H + {it- 1T(n + a + 1) r( n + fJ + 1)
B= .

r(2n + a + fJ + 3)
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(2.19 )

Since gA - I) and gA I) are of opposite sign, then

2n+a+fJ+2
IgA-l)I+lgAl)I=lgA-l)-gAI)I= n+1 !P~,,fJ)(x)l. (2.20)

Combining the results (2.17) to (2.20) we recover the required inequality
(2.16). I

We now use these two theorems to obtain uniform bounds for Irn(x)1 on
[ -I, I J and, where possible, expressions for the uniform norm of rno

3. UNIFORM BOUNDS FOR Irn(x)1

To obtain uniform bounds for Irn(x)1 from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we first
require bounds for IP:,x·{i)(x)1 on [-I, I]. Such bounds are given by, for
example, Szego [7; Chap.7J and Erdelyi [4; 10.18]. The form of these
bounds depends upon the values of a and fJ:

For q = max(a, fJ) ~ -!,

IP(x,{i)(x)1 ~ max« _I)n P(x.{i)( _ I) P(x,fi)( I)) = T(n + q + 1). (3.1)
n" n' n r(q + I ) n! '

for - I < a = fJ < -!,
r(n + a + I)

IP(x,{J)(x)1 ~ IP(x")(O)I- ifn is even, (3.2i)
n "n -2nT(n/2+a+l)(n/2)!

({i) () I J(n+2a+I)/nT(n+a+l)
lPn" (x)I~PnX'X(xn)I<2nT(n/2+a+3/2)(n_I)/2)! ifnisodd; (3.2ii)

for - 1< a of- fJ < -!,
(3.3 )

where x~ is one of the two maximum points of Ip~,,{i)(x)1 closest to
(fJ-a)/(a+fJ+ I).

Let m and M be defined by

m = mIll Ipn+ 1)(x)l,
--I"; x,,; 1

M = max If(n+ 1)(x)l.
-1 ~x~ 1

(3.4i)

(3.4ii)
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We are now ready to prove the main results of this paper.

THEOREM 3.1. It q = max (a., In ~ -~ then

2n+'1(n+a.+fi+2) 1(n+q+2)
Irn(x)1 ~ (n + I)! 1(2n + a. + fi + 3) 1(q + 1) M. (3.5)

Proof If x is such that gA t), given by (2.8), is of constant sign on
( - 1, 1) then the result follows from Theorem 2.1 and the inequality (3.1).
Equality may be achieved only iff(n + I) is constant on ( - 1, 1) (otherwise,
in Theorem 2.1, m < I/(n+ 1)(11)1 < M).

If x is such that gA t) changes sign on (- 1, I) then the result follows
from Theorem 2.2 and the inequality (3.1). The inequality (3.5) is strict in
this case. I

COROLLARY 3.1. It q = max( r:x, fi) ~ -~ then,for some 1] E ( - 1, 1),

r = 2n+'1(n+r:x+fi+2)1(n+q+2) (n+l)
Ilnll", (n+l)!1(2n+r:x+f3+3)1(Q+l)11 (1])1· (3.6)

Proof Since P:,',fJ)( I) = 1(n + CI. + 1)/FCCI. + I) n! and P~,',fl)(1)/P:,'fl( I) =
(n + 1)/(n + r:x + 1), then, from Theorem 2.1,

2n+'1(n + r:x + f3 + 2) 1(n + CI. + 2)
!rn(l)1 ~ (n + I)! 1(2n+ CI.+ 13+ 3) 1(CI.+ 1) m.

Similarly,

2n+ 1F( n + CI. + f3 + 2) 1(n + 13 + 2)
Ir(-I)I>- m.

n /" (n + 1)! 1(2n + CI. + f3 + 3) 1(fJ + 1)

Thus

2n+ ' 1(n+r:x+fJ+2)1(n+q+2)
Ilrnll XJ = ~a,x~ 1 Irn(x)1 ~ (n + I)! 1(2n + a. + f3 + 3) 1(q + 1) m. (3.7)

Using the same argument as in Theorem 3.1, equality in (3.7) may be
achieved only if I(n + I) is constant on (- I, 1). If I(n + I) is not constant on
(-1, 1) then the inequalities (3.5) and (3.7) are strict inequalities and the
result (3.6) is valid for some 11 E ( - 1, 1). On the other hand ifI(n + I) is con
stant on (-1,1) then m=j<n+')(1])=M for all 1]E(-I, I) and (3.6)
follows immediately. I

An immediate consequence of this corollary is that if sn(x) is the trun
cated Chebyshev series (CI. =fi = -~) then, for some 1]E(-I, 1),

Ilrnll XJ = 2n(n ~ I)! Ij'ln+ 1
1(1])1,
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which duplicates the result (1.5) for the minimax polynomial. This par
ticular result has recently been given in [3], where the method was also
extended to other types of Chebyshev series.

THEOREM 3.2. If -1 < a = f3 < -! and N = [(n + 1)/2] I then, for n odd,

T(N + a+ 1/2)
IrJx)1 ~ 2n+ IN! T(n + a + 3/2) M, (3.8)

(3.9)

and, for n even,

) 1

T(N + a + 1/2) N + a + 1/2
Irl/(x < I M.

2n+ N! T(n + a + 3/2) J (N + a + 1)(N + 1/2)

Proof Both of these results follow from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the
inequalities (3.2), and the duplication formula for the gamma function
[1; 6.1.18],

T(2p) = n -1/22 2p - I T(p) T(p + 1/2). (3.10)

The' dependence on x and the possible change of sign of gAt) on (-1, 1)
is overcome by observing that, for - 1 < a < -!,

N + a + 112 N + a + 112 ( N 1 2) 1< < N+a - <.
N+1/2 J(N+a+l)(N+1/2 ) J )/( I

As a consequence we note that (3.8) is valid for all n. Also, we again note
that equality may occur in (3.8) only if fIn + 1) is constant on [ - 1, 1]. I

COROLLARY 3.2. If -1 < a = f3 < -! and n is odd then, for some
17 E (-1,1),

r = T(n12 + a + 112) (n+ I)

II nllx 2n+I((n+ 1)/2)! T(n+a+3/2) If (17)1· (3.11)

Proof For -1 < a < -! and n odd the maximum of IP~,~+~I(x)1 on
[-1,1] is attained at x=O (see (3.2i)), so that

max IP(~·~)(x)I_IP(~'~)(0)1__,....,.---__T-.:.(n_+_a_+_2...:....) _
-l~x~1 n+1 - n+1 -2n+ I ((n+ 1)/2)! T(nI2+a+3/2)'

whilst P~,~'~)(O) = O. Therefore, from Theorem 2.1,

I [a] denotes the greatest integer not greater than a.
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with equality possible only if t n + II is constant. The result (3.11) follows
from (3.8) with N = (n + 1)/2 and (3.12). I

We have been unable to establish a similar result for even values of n.
For all other values of e< and fJ we have

THEOREM 3.3. If -1 < e<, fJ < ~! and q = maxIe<, fJ) then

Ir ( )1:<2n + l r(n+iX+ fJ +2) D M
n x"" r( 2n + iX + fJ + 3) n ,

where

D _ {IP("fil( I )1 n+q+ I lpl ,,[3)( I)I}
n - max II + 1 X II + I , II X II •

n+l

(3.13 )

Proof The result follows immediately from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and
the inequality (3.3). I

Further results are possible utilising the asymptotic behaviour of
IP~,',fil(X)1 for large n. In the notation of Olver [6], if limII _ CL f(n )/rIJ(n) = 1
thenf(n)~<p(n), which reads,fis asymptotic to <p.

From Szego [7, Chap. 8J we have, if -1 < iX, fJ < ~! then

(3.14 )

where XiII is the maximum point of Ip;,,·[3)(x) I on [ -1, 1] and

K(iX, fJ) = liX + 1/21 ,/2 '/4IfJ + 1/21 fi/2 1/41(1X + fJ + 1)/41(H[3+ 1)/2. (3.15)

COROLLARY 3.3. If -- 1 < IX, fJ < -! and n is large then, for some
IJ E (-I, I),

II II K(IX, fJ) If(lI+ 1)( )1
rIlX~211(n+l)! '1 . (3.16)

Proof The proof, using Theorems 2.1 and 3.3, follows essentially the
same line as that of Corollary 3.2, but with the maximum of IP~'!I(x)1

attained at x;, + l' Also we have used Stirling's asymptotic formula for the
gamma function [1; 6.1.39]:

r(an+b)~j2;ce--all(an)all+b 1/2. I

We note that when ~ 1 <1X=fJ< -! (3.16) becomes

(3.17 )
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which agrees asymptotically with the exact form (3.11), valid for odd
values of n only.

Finally, it may be shown that, for - 1 < a, f3 < -1,

1<K(a, f3)<fi, (3.18)

so that for large n

4. PARTICULAR CASES

The theorems of the previous section are now used to derive expressions
for II rnil 00 in some particular cases. The results are contained in Table I.
Recall that sn(x) is a truncated series of Jacobi polynomials. The first
column records the name of the particular polynomial with the appropriate
values of a and f3. The second column gives the quantity dn of the
expreSSIOn

TABLE I

Polynomial

Minimax

Chebyshev Tn (0: = fJ = -1)

Legendre Pn (0: = fJ = 0)

Chebyshev Un (0: = fJ = 1)

Ultraspherical C~ t 1:2 (0: = fJ)

~ 1 < 0: < ~1' n odd

- 1 < 0: < -1, n even

Jacobi p~''{11 (0:, fJ> -I)

q=max(o:, li)~ -1

-1 <q<-1

2n(n+ I)!

1

2n(n+ I)!

fi

T(n/2+0:+ I) r(n/2+0:+3/2)

T(o:+ I) r(n + 0: +3/2)(n+ I)!

T(n/2+0:+1)
2n +lT(n+0:+3/2)((n+ 1)/2)!

2n +IT(n +0:+ fJ +2) T(n+ q-'- 2)

T(q+ 1) T(2n+o:+fJ+3)(n+ I)!

fin 1l2

2

n

2

fi n:J.+l/2

22H Ir(o: + 1)

2 -:x-I/2

2 -Cl:-I/2

fi nq + 1/2

2H {f+lr(q+ 1)

K(o:,fJ)
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where such an expression is valid. The third column gives the quantity d:
of the asymptotic expression, for large n,

The first entry in the table is for the minimax polynomial so that com
parisons may be made.

It should be noted that the last entry in the d: column is bounded by
(3.18 ).

From Table I we observe that when sn(x) is a truncated series of
Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, the expression for II rn II Xl is
precisely the same form as that for the minimax polynomial. Also when
sn(x) is a truncated series of Jacobi polynomials with -1 < Ct, f3 < -1, the
asymptotic expression for II rn II Xl is the same form as that for the minimax
polynomial apart from a constant multiple which lies in the interval
(1, )2).
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